
M
useums collect, document,

preserve and display objects. But

this is not all they are about. A

museum also tells a story. The

layout and type of technology

used, depends on the objective of the museum – is it a

local museum; is it for tourists; is it object-heavy or is

its narrative built just using audiovisual resources?

It’s also important to distinguish between traditional

museums (scientific, historical and cultural), which are

usually owned by the government or public

organisations, and the private corporate and brand

marketing-driven museums. 

Looking at the trends and technologies in this

market, it’s clear that one size doesn’t fit all.

Gavin Olivier is the founder of South African system

integrator Digital Fabric, which specialises in the

museum sector. He says: “The last 5-10 years have seen

an upturn in the type of museums that we are building

here. The experiential, interactive approach is certainly

in everyone’s wish list. Looking ahead, I guess it’s about

finding the balance between digital media and

traditional techniques to provide value to a broad

audience.”

Kevin Palmer, from London-based design and

research company Kin Design, comments: “Museums

know that they have to interpret stories in more

engaging ways. We're surrounded by the latest

technology - HD, 3D media, gestural based gaming and

new social practices through the use of social networks.

Consumers’ expectations are a lot higher. I think now

with budget cuts, museums have to think more

creatively about how they can keep that level of

engagement high and not resort to just displaying

artifacts in glass cases.” 

Even though museum projects are planned over a

long period of time, the financial crisis has had a big

impact in this sector. In reponse, new exhibition trends

are slowly emerging.

Aleda Fitzpatrick from the Tate in London admits:

“Exhibition budgets are tighter. There is an urgency to

use existing equipment and book it early, while at the

same time a recognition that now is the time to use

what budget is available to stock up the equipment

pool. Most curators are willing to purchase but they are

looking at placing the money in strategic purchasing by

buying equipment that would increase their programme

capacity. For exmaple if they buy projectors, they choose

new ones that are compatible with the lenses they

already have.” 

Rob Smith sales manager, entertainment EMEA for

systems integrator Electrosonic says: “Over 50 per cent

of museums in the UK have had budget cuts.  We have

seen more interest in whole life-span and costs of

equipment.”

Fitzpatrick confirms: “Within the conservation

department there is also a willingness to invest and

audit what AV we have. We are developing more

rigorous ways of maintaining equipment on display and

looking into regular servicing and parts sourcing. This is
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Objects and stories

Museums are places were objects and stories converge to introduce visitors to different ways of life, history, art and culture.
In the last half century, AV technology has started to play an important role in this environment, providing new ways of
engaging with the audience. Geny Caloisi reports.

Looking ahead, I guess it’s about
finding the balance between digital
media and traditional techniques to

provide value to a broad audience.
- Gavin Olivier, Digital Fabric
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a period of revision in some sense where we are looking

at what we have, what’s coming up and what we've

done before.”

“The scale of the projects available indicates that

there is definitely not as much money flowing around,”

says Sysco’s director of technology Graham Bunyan.

“Strapped-for-cash museums are looking for new routes

to get their equipment. Sometimes they buy from other

suppliers, others directly from manufacturers or

distributors.”

Kevin Murphy, development director at Event

Communications adds: “In the UK, the Museums

Association has highlighted the devastating impact on

museum funding with staff losses, hours shortened and

museums shut. There is also a factor in the UK where

funding for Olympic-related projects seems to have

slowed funding for museums and other attractions.”

In South Africa the situation is slightly different.

Olivier explains: “The heritage sector is funded by both

government and the private sector. As would be

expected, private sector funding has become scarce, but

not just because of the economics downturn. The

private sector's CSI (corporate social investment) spend

is increasingly being directed towards education. Sadly

the connection between museums and education is not

often made, perhaps in light of the more structural

issues faced in the education sector.”

Oliver Mack, sales director at German system

integration company ICT, points out that the decreasing

demand in Europe is being compensated for by

increasing demand in Asia and Middle East. “We see an

export trend of innovations and creativity ‘Made in

Germany’ and ‘Made in Europe’ in the international

markets. This gives an opportunity to European systems

integrators in this sector, because the challenging

concepts of European creative designers and

scenographers demand experienced systems integrators

to implement it.”

Another trend related to money shortage is the

emergence of ‘pop up’ temporary exhibitions. 

“What we see is a much larger choice for operators

pulling in temporary traveling shows,” says Murphy,

“These are often put together by the larger, national

museums around the world, and available for short term

hire. It also enables museums and science centres to

freshen up their offering, bring in topical subjects and

promote new visits without the expense of a new fixed

exhibition.”

One of the main challenges for a museum, is to get

people through the door. To this end it can choose to

have low or high-end technology exhibitions. But who

or what is driving this choice is up for debate.

“Technology can help considerably where there are

few artifacts or a story is extremely complex or

dependent on strong visual material or visual archives,

but we never underestimate the power of a good flow,

graphics, audio and objects. I would say that the drive

is from museum designers,” Murphy says and adds

“However, there is no doubt that visitors are expecting

technology in larger exhibitions.”

Palmer agrees, “I think technology is being driven

totally by the consumer. Museums realise that they are

not in competition with other museums, but with the

likes of games consoles, 3D Cinema and music festivals.

They need to appeal to their public on the same level –

so kids don't groan when mum and dad say they're

going to the museum. We are definitely seeing more

tablet and smart phone-based projects as it makes sense

to use the media devices that people have in their

pockets. These are personal and familiar and a powerful

way of keeping people in touch with the museum.”

Gavin Olivier remarks: “At the core of it, clients and

museum developers need to be willing to push things

forward. It isn’t simple to develop good, value-adding

interactive exhibitions. They also cost more than printed

panels; so a willing client with some budget is a must.”

Mack from ICT sees the drive coming from the

creative and innovative competence of the

scenographers and designers. “In Germany there are

large and internationally focused scenographers like

Uwe Brückner, from Atelier Brückner; exhibition

designers like Peter Redlin from Milla & Partner; and

creative designers like Joachim Sauter, ART+COM, who

bring visionary technology-based ideas into the creative

concept. ICT is the technical backend to prove both the

concept and its technical and budget feasibility, as well

as the detailed planning and the realisation. But, on the

other hand, ICT has a global technology scouting team,

which brings the newest technology trends to the

creatives enabling them to integrate these technologies

with their visionary concepts at a very early stage.”

“In a successful project, all of the stakeholders play

a part in defining the performance of the AV system

and the budget,” adds Smith “It is the responsibility of

the specialist AV design team to recommend the best

technology to meet the brief.  It goes wrong if any part

of the team is missing from these discussions.”

Fitzpatrick says that at the Tate, the curatorial brief,

the artwork content and the artist, would determine a

lot of the technology choices in exhibitions. “If the work

is being acquired, then this process is more discursive. As

the work is acquired independently of a specific

exhibition, its possibilities are discussed as in an 'ideal'

situation. Understanding the artists’ ambitions, their

aesthetic and tastes are key elements that will determine
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Kiosk style devices provide great interactive methods
of browsing archive video footage both in a stand
alone setting or relating to physical exhibits.
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what we choose.” 

Using audiovisual technology in museums can help

to save money. Fitzpatrick explains: “There is an

increase in the use of video to show pieces of art.

Employing technology in this way results in lower

lending costs and artwork copy is easy and free (more

or less) to send and insure.”

Once the exhibition stage is set, and the technology

to be used has been decided on, a good content

management system needs to be put in place. There are

arguments for both centralised and de-centralised

systems.

Palmer says: “We always design our content

management systems to be updated and maintained

remotely and give as much control over to the museum

as possible. We're now looking to more cloud-based

systems for storage.”

Walkenhorst says that at Atelier Brückner they have

a private cloud, which gives them flexibility and the

ability to access content at any time from anywhere.

Sysco’s Bunyan is in favour of having local content

management. He thinks that using the cloud for

content is not a good idea because the quality of the

video can be compromised.

The museum market has been affected by the global

financial crisis, but some believe it is now on the up.

New ways of using technology and its flexibility provide

extra revenue streams.

Many museum designers are asked to take into

account the fact that the exhibition space will also be

used for private events.

Kevin Murphy says: “We are working on science

centre projects at the moment, where both exhibitions

and galleries on relevant subjects and having using the

space for events is an integral part of the business

plan. We would say that for the majority of larger

venues, it is essential that a commercial offering is made

to provide different revenue streams and to attract

different users to the spaces. The corporate brand

centres are top of the list for being commercially

minded, but museums and science centres switched on

some years ago, and designing for events is often part

of our brief.”

Some museums are also including ‘dark rides’ or

‘landmark’ immersive entertainment, similar to the ones

found in amusement parks, to generate more cash.

Smith says: “On the whole there are more requests

for these expensive centre pieces. Museums, theme parks

and other commercial attractions are aware of the need

to be able to offer something innovative to their visitors

to survive in such a competitive industry.”

Museums have to be experiential. Sounds, images,

smells, touch and interaction are designed to excite the

public’s senses and make their visit memorable. This is

where design, art and technology come together to

create the unique experience that is a museum. 
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There is an increase in the use of
video to show pieces of art. Employing
technology in this way results in lower

lending costs and artwork copy is easy and
free (more or less) to send and insure.

- Aleda Fitzpatrick, Tate Gallery
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